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Can an iPad replace a laptop
on a business trip?
11.30.10
by Gordon Haff, cnet News

A recent multiple-city speaking tour in
Asia gave me the opportunity to gain some
real-world insight into traveling with an iPad
rather than my usual laptop and Kindle.
The business part of the trip was something of a whirlwind and then I was taking vacation for about a week. So I figured
that if I weren't going to be creating or
editing documents, I might as well keep
my luggage as light as possible.
My experience was mixed.
On the positive side, the iPad is a great
device for watching video and playing casual games. Crammed into an economy
seat on a plane, the iPad is a much, much
better video platform than a laptop, which
can be hard to open at a comfortable angle and runs out of juice relatively quickly.
If there's a downside to video on the iPad,
it's getting the content onto the device. It's
straightforward to purchase TV shows and
movies through iTunes, of course. But manually ripping, converting, and transferring
DVDs is time-consuming and messy relative to the straightforward process of ripping them directly to a laptop and viewing
them with DVD player software.
The iPad also serves as a credible e-book
reader. It has some plusses and minuses
compared with a Kindle or another e-paper-based reader, but I find it more than
satisfactory. So long as I have the iPad
with me, I certainly don't feel a need to
bring a dedicated e-book reader as well.
Before getting into the issues I
experienced, I do want to emphasize one
point. My intent here is not to critique a

everything apple!
tablet for, essentially, not being a laptop.
They are different devices for different purposes and they make trade-offs accordingly. Rather, I want to offer my experience
using an iPad in a setting where I would
normally take a full-blown computer.
My experience was that in a business setting, it's far too easy to run into a situation
where you can't really do what you need to
do on a tablet. For example, when I was unexpectedly scheduled for a Webcast, I had
to borrow a PC because the required Java
plug-in couldn't run in Safari on the iPad.
In another instance, I would have shown a
few slides during an interview had my usual
laptop been available. Given that various
applications let you display and even edit
certain file formats on the iPad, this needn't
have been an insurmountable problem.
However, it's another case where some advance planning may be needed and not everything ultimately will be possible.
Another nit I encountered was that, in a
couple places, wired Ethernet connections
were available but no Wi-Fi and therefore I
had no way to connect an iPad to the network. You can deal with this particular limitation by carrying an Airport Express to create a wireless network to which the iPad can
then connect, but at some point carrying
supplemental workaround gadgetry sort of
defeats the purpose of going lightweight.
Had the entire trip been personal, none
of this would have particularly mattered.
E-mail, social media, and browsing every
day or two would be plenty and any tablet can handle that just fine--as indeed
can my phone for the most part. But, in a
business setting, you're working against
the expectation that you have a laptop
handy and can use it to perform the
myriad unexpected tasks that arise.

Continued on page 2

Apple threatens BlackBerry
12.05.10
Bloomberg News

JPMorgan
Chase
will give its investment bankers iPads to
provide an additional
mobile tool as Apple
expands its domain to Wall Street, threatening the maker of BlackBerrys in a market
it has dominated.
Apple is building on its momentum in
the tablet space, leveraging its 95 percent
market share to expand from its traditional consumer base into the corporate
market as Research in Motion Ltd. readies
a rival device, the BlackBerry PlayBook.
RIM is trying to catch up with Apple
as banks including Morgan Stanley and
Credit Suisse Group unveil applications
for the iPad and Citigroup and Bank of
America consider letting employees use
iPhones instead of the BlackBerry, Wall
Street’s 11-year-old device of choice.
“Apple represents a clear and present
danger for RIM going forward,” said Brian
Marshall, an analyst at Gleacher & Co.

Apple MacBook gains are
others’ losses
11.26,.10
by Brooke Crothers, cnet News

If the new MacBooks are the “future of
notebooks,” as Apple CEO Steve Jobs proclaimed, that future is off to a good start.
For Apple, that is.
ChangeWave Research said this week
that Apple is seeing a surge of interest in
its MacBooks, driven by the two MacBook
Air lines announced in October. A whopping 36 percent of buyers planning to
buy laptops say they’ll purchase a MacBook, a jump of 11 points since a previous
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Can an iPad replace a laptop on a
business trip?

A tablet can indeed handle a variety of
routine business jobs but there are also
many things, too many, that it cannot do.
As a result, I'm inclined to chalk this trip
up as more of a learning experience than
a particularly successful experiment.

Apple buys old HP campus
11.25.10
by John Paczkowski, AllThingsD

Hewlett-Packard has found a buyer
for its decades-old campus at 19091
Pruneridge Avenue in Cupertino. Apple.
About five minutes’ drive from Apple
headquarters, the 98-acre parcel of land
is adjacent to 50 acres Apple acquired
back in 2006 and will be used to house
a workforce that’s expanding nearly as
quickly as the market for iOS devices.
“We now occupy 57 buildings in Cupertino
and our campus is bursting at the seams,”
Apple spokesman Steve Dowling told
the Mercury News, which first reported
the story. “These offices will give us more
space for our employees as we continue
to grow.”
No word on HP’s asking price for the
parcel, but real estate experts estimate
that it may have been $300 million or
more.

Rumor: iOS 4.3 to arrive
Thursday, support
subscription-based apps
12.06.10
by Rick Broida, cnet News

If the rumors are true, iOS 4.3 will make it
so you don’t have to individually buy each
issue of a digital magazine or newspaper.
Magazines and newspapers are migrating
to iOS devices (most notably the iPad) at a
steady clip, but there’s one problem: publishers don’t have a way to sell subscriptions-not yet, anyway.
That may change with the arrival of iOS
4.3, which is rumored to be arriving (or at

least announced) as early as this Thursday, December 9.
As CNET’s Joe Aimonetti reported last
month, this build was already in the
works when Apple rolled out iOS 4.2. And
despite the latter’s brief delay, it appears
iOS 4.3 may still arrive on schedule (at
least if you believe the rumor mill’s version of Apple’s schedule).
Unlike 4.2, which introduced a host of
new features (like AirPlay and AirPrint),
4.3 will include just one major addition:
subscription billing, which would allow content providers to charge weekly,
monthly, or annually for subscriptions.
Currently, iOS supports only single app
payments, meaning you have to make
a new in-app purchase every time you
want the latest issue of, say, “Wired.”
According to eWeek Europe, “further fuel
was added to the fire when The Guardian
newspaper used a blog to reveal a new subscription-based app, which it said would be
released soon.”(Actually, the blog in question
doesn’t specifically mention a subscriptionbased app, but rather subscription pricing-not quite the same thing.)
Even so, given that so many high-profile
publishers have already introduced apps
to convey their content (check out Richard Branson’s Project), it’s a no-brainer
that Apple will give them the iOS tools
needed to better monetize it. At this
point, it’s really just a matter of when.
And if you believe Gadgets and Gizmos,
the big day will be this Thursday, so Apple
can steal a bit of thunder from whatever
Sony announces that same day (possibly
a PlayStation phone).

Apple MacBook gains
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survey a month ago, ChangeWave said.
“Simply put, it’s the highest level of
planned laptop buying ever for Apple
in a ChangeWave survey,” the market researcher said.
The plus for Apple is a minus for others. The percentage of consumers who
say they’ll purchase a Dell laptop has
dropped 4 points to 19 percent, since
last month, while Hewlett-Packard is also
down 4 points to 22 percent, according
to ChangeWave.

Apple’s new ultralight MacBook
Air models are in demand.
Netbooks are also suffering. Those
tiny 10-inch laptops plummeted 10 points
in the last 18 months to 14 percent of those
planning to buy a laptop, said ChangeWave.
And Apple seems to be benefiting
across the board, extending the brand’s
appeal to personal gadgets and home
entertainment. “In terms of individual
electronics items, the Apple iPad Tablet is
the clear monster hit this holiday season,
with 9 percent saying they’ll buy one in
the next 90 days,” according to ChangeWave. The only category topping the iPad
is digital cameras, at 12 percent.
In related news, Apple’s worldwide
shipments of MacBooks in the fourth
quarter are expected to reach a monthly
average of 1 million units, with MacBook
Air models accounting for 20 percent to 25
percent of the volume, according to Digitimes, citing sources at laptop component
suppliers.
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iPad 2 to Ship by End of
February 2011?
12.07.10
by Arnold Kim, MacRumors.com

Digitimes reports that Foxconn
Electronics factories have recently been notified that they
will ship Apple’s next generation
iPad within the next 100 days
with initial shipments to reach
400,000-600,000 units.
The sources pointed out that the
iPad 2 will ship as soon as the end
of February in 2011. Apple originally
planned to start mass production
in January, but because the device’s firmware is currently still in
testing, Apple has been postponing the schedule. Since Foxconn’s
new plants in Chengdu are still in
pilot production, iPad 2 will be mainly supplied by its Shenzhen plants, while the company’s upstream component partners have
all been notified of the shipments schedule.
A February launch would be consistent
with rumors pegging the iPad revision in the
first part of 2011. Other rumored features

Libraries in OS X
12.01.10
by Topher Kessler, MacFixIt

As its name suggests, a library in OS X is a central location
for a number of shared resources that the system and applications use, which can include alert sounds, desktop pictures,
fonts, Internet plug-ins, and other similar items. Sometimes, as
in the case with fonts, these are accessed by multiple applications, but other times individual applications may set up their
own resource folders in the library. In addition to static resources, libraries are also used to store temporary items such
as caches, preferences, and cookies.
There are four main libraries in OS X that serve similar but
different purposes, and if you have a font or other item you
would like to install, placing them in these different libraries
may have different effects on the system.

counts on the system will be able to access it. For most
applications being installed to the main /Macintosh HD/
Applications/ folder, if they require the installation of
shared resources then they will place them in this global library
for all users.
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User library: /Macintosh HD/Users/username/Library/

The last user-accessible library in your system is the user library,
which is located in the Home folder of your user account. When you
log in to your account, the items in this library are in effect consolidated with the items in the main library, so for instance, any personal
fonts or sounds you have installed in this library will be available to
applications alongside those installed in the global library.
The user library is also where the system and applications store
your personal settings and customizations. Sometimes applications
may have the option to install user-specific resources, in which case
they will be placed into this library instead of the global library.
If you want to add an item to a library in OS X, we recommend
you start with this user library, especially if you have other active
accounts on the system that other people access. Doing so will
help prevent clutter of items in their accounts, and also potentially prevent conflicts if they have their own unique account
settings for similar items that you are adding.

Hidden library: /usr/lib/

The user and global libraries in OS X will have the same icon,
but the System library may appear like a regular folder. The
icons used will be different for different versions of OS X.

System library: /Macintosh HD/System/Library/

The first library in OS X is in the System folder, and it contains
core system-related items like the Finder and Dock applications.
This is the top-level Finder-accessible library in the system, and
it contains most items the system needs to run smoothly, so it
should practically never be touched. Technically you can add
items like fonts, sounds, and screensavers to this library, but doing this is not recommended and may result in some applications
not being able to find items. If you need to add items to a library
on the system, even though there may be a folder to contain the
specific item in the System library (e.g., Fonts and Sounds), you
likely should be adding it to one of the other two.

Global library: /Macintosh HD/Library/

The second library is the global user library, which contains
items that are available to all applications and all users. If you
install a font or desktop picture in this folder, then all user ac-

Besides user-accessible libraries, this last library is hidden from
view. As with any hidden folder in OS X, this library should not
be tampered with unless you know exactly what you are doing.
The library contains a number of low-level interfaces and library
files that applications may use when running. These can provide
a number of features such as multithreading support, networking, or printing. When applications are compiled they may be
built using this library’s files as dependencies, and therefore will
require the contents to remain intact in order to run.
The only ways to manually access this hidden library are
through the Terminal and by using the Finder’s “Go” menu, unless you otherwise enable viewing of hidden files in the Finder
or use a third-party filesystem browser. In addition to this resource as a specific library, there are other hidden resources that
similarly act as libraries and configuration locations for the system and services the system provides. Unless you know what
you are doing, or have specific instructions on altering these
hidden resources, it is best to leave them alone.

Potential problems and troubleshooting

This library organization in OS X is convenient, especially for a system that contains multiple accounts; however, there may be times
when items in one library can conflict with items in another library.
Sometimes there may be duplicate instances of the same item in
different libraries, or a corruption in one library may cause problems
with one or multiple users’ experiences. Troubleshooting these problems can sometimes be a daunting task, and many times there are
specific steps to take for problems with individual applications; however, overall there are some general steps you can take to at least
isolate a problem to issues with items in a specific library:

Continued on page 6

MacFixIt Answers
12.03.10
by Topher Kessler, MacFixit

MacFixIt Answers is a feature in which we answer
questions e-mailed from our readers. This week
we have questions on how to turn off previews
in Safari, the best format option to use when setting up a hard drive for OS X, and problems with
updating Boot Camp drivers. We continually answer e-mail questions, and though we present a
few here, we certainly welcome alternative approaches and views from readers and encourage
you to post your suggestions in the comments.

“Boot Camp” is just a driver package for Windows that allows Windows to take advantage of all the
Mac’s resources (iSight camera, trackpad,
graphics processor, power management,
etc.). It requires this hardware to be fully
present for the installer to run, and when
Windows is booted in Parallels the virtual
machine will show a different hardware
configuration to Windows.
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Tips

question:How do I turn off Safari previews?
answer:
If you are you referring to the initial
page that shows the previews in a grid,
then go to Safari’s preferences and in the
General section choose an option other
than Top Sites as the page to show when
you either create a new window or a new
tab. The options available are your home
page, an empty page, the same page as
the current window/tab, or your Safari
bookmarks.

tracking. The system writes potential changes
to a journal file before writing them to
disk, so if the computer crashes in the
middle of a write, then at most it should
corrupt only the journal, which can be rebuilt, and if the crash happens when the
file is being written to disk, then the system can restore any corruption from the
journal. Without this there is greater risk
for corruption from an interrupted write
process to persist and cause problems.
For most purposes, using the standard
case-insensitive “Mac OS Extended (journaled)” format is the best and most compatible option.

question: Best drive format to use
MacFixIt reader “Lolan” asks:
I’ve recently purchased a 2 Tb Western
Digital hard drive and need to format it
for Mac OS since it was originally formatted for Windows NT. My question is what
is the differences between the formats
(Mac OS Extended journaled, Mac OS
Extended, Mac OS Extended Case Sensitive, and Mac OS Extended Case Sensitive
journaled) and which one is the best for
Graphic Artist. It’s my external backup
drive for my iMac, 2.8 Ghz Intel Core i7?
answer:
The drive formatting will rarely matter for
the type of user applications run on the
computer. It largely only matters for the
type of operating system you are running.
Case-sensitive filesystems are primarily
used for Unix folks who will store and access file names based on their cases, for
instance “myfile.txt” can be stored in the
same folder as “MyFile.txt” or “MYFILE.TXT”
and each will be treated as having unique
names. For the standard Mac OS formatting (not case sensitive), having these in
the same folder will result in name conflicts.
The journaling option is an extension
to the format, which allows for file change

question: Updating Boot Camp
MacFixIt reader “John” asks:
I have problems installing Boot Camp
[updates]. When I download the standalone update, the document comes as an
.exec (a Win doc). Obviously, I can’t install
it when running the Mac OS X 10.6.5.
I am using the latest version of Parallels.
When I boot Win XP Pro in Parallels and
download the stand-alone update, it fails
to install.
Does Parallels update Boot Camp with
each release?
Do I have to do a direct boot of Win XP
Pro using the Option key to select Windows?
Any suggestions you may have could
help a lot of us.
answer:
Boot Camp will only update if you are
booted directly into Windows (not running OS X at all). You can load your Boot
Camp installation in Parallels so it will run
within OS X, but this will load and use the
drivers provided by Parallels (the “Parallels Tools” package) instead of the “Boot
Camp” drivers. If you restart your system
and boot directly into Windows, then you
should be able to run the Boot Camp update directly.

Cleaning the MacBook’s
Bottom
12.07.10
Frank Smith, TarMac newsletter editor

Recently I upgraded the RAM in my late
2009 MacBook. I had noticed over the
year that the bottom panel had gotten
grungy and while I had it off to install the
RAM I thought I would try to clean it up,
being slightly anal as all old librarians are.
While I had the panel off I tried Murphy’s
Oil Soap, dishwashing liquid, both to no
avail.
Fortunately, my wife has touted the
betefits of using baking soda to clean
lots of things and this seemed like a good
candidate.
I made a mixture of baking soda and
a tiny amout of water to create a paste
that I used to
scrub the stains
off the MacBook
bottom. I wiped
the residue off
with a slightly
damp cloth and
made sure I got
all the mixture
out of the screw
holes before I
reattached the
bottom plate. I
used Q-Tips to clean the holes.			
Two weeks later no problems, less dirt.
It seems logical that you could do this
with the bottom attached but my lawyers
get nervous when I write this. Regardless,
be careful, use very little water, use this
suggestion at your own risk. (My lawyers
made me say that).
A clean Mac is a happy Mac!

How Apple could drive in-car
systems
12.06.10
Jonny Evans, Apple Holic

I’m thinking about
in-car entertainment
systems. I’ve been
watching third-party
firms and vehicle
makers in their attempts at integrated
iEntertainment systems for years. I think
there’s opportunity here -- for Apple.
Apple already works directly with auto
companies including Mercedes-Benz,
Volvo, Nissan, Toyota, Alfa Romeo, Ferrari,
Audi, Honda, Renault and Volkswagen.
Apple also works with makers such as
Harman Kardon, Pioneer, JVC and Alpine.
The in-car entertainment system market
overall has seen some decline in the last
couple of years, but digital audio, GPS positioning and multimedia-savvy solutions
are helping the industry turn around. Today, 10 percent of car radios sold in Western Europe have connections for MP3
players, for example.
There’s no doubt that smart devices are
disrupting numerous industries.

Apple’s drive by

Systems which offer iPod or iPhone
integration are quite successful, at least
judging by the number of such systems
available out there.
These include dedicated ‘Made for
iPod/iPhone’ systems, units equipped
with a compatible USB port and gadgets
including FM receivers.
All these aim for a user-focused finesse
which isn’t quite possible without ownership of the software. The most succesful
designs are those which integrate with
the Apple device, such as the recentlyintroduced TuneLink Auto.
TuneLink Auto lets you stream audio to
your car stereo using Bluetooth, FM or a
cable. It is controlled by a free TuneLink application, which sets the channel of the FM
transmitter and can adjust your Bluetooth
settings.
Another attempt comes from Oxygen
Audio, the O’Car audio system takes iPhone integration in a different direction.
It uses the iPhone as the control system,
just slip it into the car box.

“A downloadable app controls the entertainment system, offering AM/FM/RDS
radio, 4 by 55 watt amp and subwoofer
control, and also provides seamless app
multitasking,” Cnet informs us.
It also offers hands-free calling Bluetooth
capabilities, but has one limitation, “You
won’t be able to access programs on your
phone using voice commands.”

Giving driver’s voice

It isn’t hard to imagine how an intelligent
voice activation system could be evolved
for in-car entertainment, perhaps along
the lines of Google Voice.
Imagine your iPhone was able to query
voice recognition modules held at Apple’s
central servers, perhaps using technology
licensed by Nuance. This could be useful
for translation services, detailed queries,
even taking notes as you drive. (Apple
co-founder Woz recently recanted claims
Apple had acquired Nuance -- could this
have been a licensing deal instead?)
Apple already has a capable solution
for voice commands -- VoiceOver.
On the Mac, this “includes groundbreaking
new features such as gesture support,
braille display mirroring, web spots, and
spoken hints. It also offers frequently requested features including autospeaking
web pages, “read all,” web page summary,
web table support, user-created labels,
customizable verbosity, and more,” says
Apple on its website.

Connectivity is critical.

Obviously, Apple’s devices already
have this. Built in car Wi-Fi shipments are
pegged to reach 7.2 million in 2017. This
could be an underestimate.
After all, if your in-car entertainment is
build around a connected device, then
tethering systems are all that might be
required. As the fuss and bother over
AT&T’s cruel restriction on these proves,
tethering’s just a software patch away.
Ford is turning its vehicles into Wi-Fi
hot spots with the next generation of its
Sync in-car connectivity system.
“Marvell Technology and Harman
Automotive in August announced integrated Wi-Fi connectivity via Marvell Mobile Hotspot (MMH) technology, with the
2010 Audi A8 as the first vehicle on the
market to feature the factory-installed
mobile hotspot,” iSuppli adds.
All these advanced features offer some

risk to road safety. Perhaps systems
will emerge which integrate protective measures to help prevent
drivers sending a voice-made text message while driving at high speeds.
“The mind can only do one thing at
once when driving -- it’s been long published in scientific journals. People who
say that in-car technology is not distracting to drivers just don’t know the science
of the brain,” warns David Strayer, a cognitive scientist at the University of Utah.
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Driving solutions? There’s an app for that

Not all the in-car systems need to impact
on drivers when driving, General Motor’s
has already released software that lets
iPhone owners unlock doors, check tire
pressure, or even start a car. The software
works with 20 new Cadillac, Chevrolet,
Buick, and GMC models.
Ford, Nissan and BMW are also developing
technology to let cars run apps, download music and video, and more. Alpine
Electronics and other makers are also
getting in on this act.
The number of global users of automotive
apps may rise to more than 28 million in
2015, from 1.4 million in 2010, says ABI Research.
What we haven’t seen yet is the evolution
of a fully Apple-like implementation of
the disparate elements that will constitute the future for car entertainment.
Apple has building blocks -- take the iPod
Out feature of iOS 4 (above), which enables third party devices to show what’s
happening on the iPod’s screen, including
the iPod app on an iPhone.

Future in-car systems

What might a fully integrated Applefocused in-car entertainment system do?
One day your vehicle’s entertainment system will be commanded by your voice. It
will offer music to everyone and video to
all passengers bar the driver.
You won’t need a DVD player -- you’ll
have video on your device, and you’ll be
able to select and purchase or at least
stream fresh titles from online services of
all stripes.
In the US, this will in future mean it will
be completely normal to watch BBC coverage in your car, once the broadcaster
launches its iPlayer system outside of the
UK next year.
ontinued on page

C
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Continued from page 5 1. New User account
How Apple
After unlocking the Accounts preference pane, click the plus sign to add a new 6
could drive in-car systems
user account, or optionally you can use the Guest account. Once you are done
The system will deliver
in-car streaming audio from the
likes of Pandora, Spotify or (perhaps) iTunes.
These future systems will integrate
solutions such as Tom-Tom: GPS positioning, maps and directions, in-car prompts
for places of interest, and the capacity to
download information (guidebooks, perhaps) about where you are going while
you are travelling there.
You’ll even be able to download and
play language lessons, or perhaps enjoy
an in-car translation service.

All these things are possible right now.

(It is interesting to reflect that a recent
GfK survey found that portable navigation systems sales have tripled in the last
two years.)
Your car entertainment system will act
as a WiFi/3G hub, enabling use of nonconnected devices in-car. Everyone will
be online if they want to be.
Further down the road these systems
may soon build-in the capacity to determine your driving patterns (using their
array of built in accelerometer and gyroscopic sensors) so will be able to warn
you if you are driving erratically, advising
you to pull over if your driving patterns
show you are tired, for example.
When you leave your car your car will
close down, when you approach it will
open for you, using NFC-based solutions.
It is possible your vehicle’s key will also be
a wallet, enabling you to pay for goods
or services with a flick of the device. You
may also be able to automate payments
for tolls, parking and so on.
This begs the question:Despite Apple’s partnerships with existing players in this sector,
could Apple do a better job working alone?
Or could it benefit from making some
aquisitions, such as (for example) TomTom (for its GPS and mapping solutions),
Alpine (for its existing solutions and distribution) and Harman Kardon (because of
Apple’s long association with that firm?)
At risk: Should Apple leave this multi-billion
dollar market in the hands of its partners, how
long will it be until a fully-integrated Android
solution comes in and eats Apple’s lunch?

troubleshooting, you can use this pane to remove or disable the added accounts.
In troubleshooting a problem, the easiest way to determine if the problem is in a
user library or in a more global resource is to
create a new temporary user account. In the
“Accounts” system preferences you can add
a user to the system and then log in under
that name. The library for that user will be set
up from a default template, so all items in it
should be fresh and healthy. If the problem
persists then you know to look elsewhere
on the system for the problem, such as in
the global library, the Applications folder, or
in the system library if there are problems
with system services and features.

2. Safe Mode

The “Safe Mode” boot option in OS X (holding Shift at start-up) will turn off many
unnecessary extensions and prevent automatic log-in and the launch of log-in items.
Since many of the disabled extensions are in the global and system libraries, this minimal boot environment can help determine if a problem is in one of these libraries; this
is especially true when used in conjunction with a new User Account.

3. Utilities

A number of utilities are available that can help manage items in the user and global
libraries. Apple’s Font Book is useful for enabling and disabling font sets, verifying fonts,
and otherwise diagnosing issues with Fonts. Using Safe Mode itself will also remove and
rebuild some boot and system caches in which corruption could cause system problems. Lastly, Apple’s Disk Utility program can be used to verify and repair permissions in
the global and system libraries, which is another potential cause for problems.
In addition to these options, a number of third-party maintenance utilities can be used to
clear temporary items in the system’s libraries. Most will have a standard set of options for clearing user and application caches, font caches, the launch services, and other routine services in
OS X, but others may have more specialized approaches, and allow for a more detailed cleaning. Despite this, most should work fine for clearing and rebuilding caches in the system.

4. The Finder

Since the specific location of resources in
the library is a requirement for them to
load properly, you can troubleshoot items
in the library by temporarily removing
them from their default locations using
a filesystem browser (the Finder). One
example of this is when managing Internet Plug-Ins. If your Web browsers are all
crashing, you can go to the /Macintosh
HD/Library/Internet Plug-Ins/ folder and
manually remove the plug-ins to disable
them. Then launch your browsers to see
if they continue to crash. If not, then you
can move plug-ins back to the Internet
Plug-Ins folder one by one and relaunching the browsers to see which one is
causing the problems.
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